KILLY RELEASES NEW PROJECT LIGHT PATH 8
GET IT HERE

(Download hi-res art HERE)

TOURING WITH NAV THIS SUMMER & MAKING APPEARANCES AT TOP
FESTIVALS ACROSS NORTH AMERICA AND EUROPE
[New York, NY – June 14, 2019] – After generating a staggering half-billion streams independently,
receiving acclaim courtesy of everyone from Pitchfork to FADER and Complex, 3x Juno Award-nominated,
multi-platinum Toronto hip-hop disruptor KILLY unleashes a brand new project entitled Light Path 8 today.
Get it HERE.
The 13-track release showcases the scope of the budding star’s singular style. Draped in dark imagery and
carried by a magnetic melodic sensibility and surefire spitting, he levels up once more. The opener “Lift

Off” touts boasts a la “Feel like DeNiro in Casino” over strains of piano and choir as dreamy production on
“Eye For An Eye” gives way to harmonic ad-libs as he slips into a fast and fiery flow. Meanwhile, the
cinematic tones of “Evil Eye” wrap around a blissful auto-tuned wail as he pleads, “Pray all the evil eyes
in my life go blind.” Everything culminates on the climactic closer “Serenity.” His signature crooning
entwines with delicate guitar and a jazz-y saxophone, building into the victory lap claim, “first year as a
rookie made myself a boss.” Check out the full tracklisting below.
“Sometimes when you’re so focused on getting to your end goal, you forget to look back and see how far
you’ve actually come. That’s why I’m naming this project Light Path 8,” explains KILLY.
The title is inspired by KILLY’s interest in the concept of numerology and the discovery of his life path
number, which he cleverly repurposed as a light path for this project.
"Everything has happened so fast and sometimes I can take it for granted. It feels like I’m maybe not getting
anywhere fast enough,” commented KILLY on his journey so far. “The project is a collection of songs that
I’ve created over the past two years, recorded in different places while on tour. I managed to tether all of
them together into a cohesive body of work.”
The project includes production from Scott Storch, Richie Souf, Bijan Amir, VOU, KBeaZy, JUDGE, G
Koop and more. It arrives on the heels of his latest one-off single “Swag Flu.” Of the latter, HotNewHipHop
proclaimed, “it’s another banger from KILLY as he continues to prove that he’s the next up out of Toronto.”
Right now, KILLY is crisscrossing North America alongside NAV for the packed “Bad Habits” Tour.
Having just commanded the stage in New York City last night, KILLY will perform tonight at Boston’s
House of Blues before wrapping up the North American run on June 28nd at the Hollywood Palladium
in Los Angeles. Following this jaunt, he hits the stage at Lollapalooza and heads to Europe for a string of
dates. The full confirmed itinerary can be found below with tickets available for purchase
at www.ticketmaster.com.
With more music and touring on the horizon, KILLY paves a new path for hip-hop in 2019. Things may
never be the same.
ABOUT KILLY
After bursting on the scene with his disruptive single “Killamonjaro” in 2017, the Bajan-Filipino artist has
quickly become one of music’s most exciting artists to watch. On the heels of the hit, his debut
project Surrender Your Soul was released last year to acclaim via his Secret Sound Club label, giving his
growing fanbase a sizable taste of a unique knack for melody, fully-immersive creative vision and personal
lyrics that speak to the highs and lows of his journey. His reach has continued to grow steadily: by the end
of the year, he’d reached almost 200 million listens on Spotify alone, and brought his music to audiences
across the world on his “Surrender Your Soul” international tour. Capping off a break-out year, KILLY
released a five-track EP entitled KILLSTREAK to his ever-growing fanbase, received three 2019 JUNO
Award nominations and garnered two Platinum-certified singles. As of today, the budding superstar has
accumulated more than 500 million streams across platforms globally, after The FADER dubbed him “one
of Toronto’s most streamed young rappers.” Not to mention, he has shared stages with the likes of Lil
Pump, Juice WRLD and DJ Carnage and made a show-stopping debut at Rolling Loud.
LIGHT PATH 8 TRACKLIST
1. Lift Off
2. Elixir
3. Half A Ticket
4. Eye For An Eye
5. Destiny
6. Evil Eye
7. Simulation
8. Above
9. Not By Chance

10. Interlude
11. Lifestyle
12. Days
13. Serenity
KILLY 2019 TOUR DATES:
June 14 - Boston, MA @ House of Blues^
June 15 - Philadelphia, PA @ The Fillmore^
June 17 - Washington, DC @ @ The Fillmore^
June 18 - Charlotte, NC @ The Fillmore^
June 20 - Miami Beach, FL @ The Fillmore^
June 22 - Atlanta, GA @ Tabernacle^
June 24 - Houston, TX @ House of Blues^
June 25 - Dallas, TX @ House of Blues^
June 27 - Phoenix, AZ @ The Van Buren^
June 28 - Los Angeles, CA @ Hollywood Palladium^
July 3 – Budapest, Hungary @ Balaton Sound
July 4 – Liège, Belgium @ Les Ardentes
July 6 - Frankfurt, Germany @ Zoom
July 9 - Warsaw, Poland @ Praga Centrum
July 11 - Gräfenhainichen, Germany @ Splash! Festival 2019
July 12 – Hilvarenbeek, Netherlands @ Woo Hah!
July 13 - London, UK @ XOYO
July 15 - Manchester, UK @ Yes
July 20 – Helsinki, Finland @ Weekend Festival
August 1 - Chicago, IL @ Lollapalooza
August 9 - Montreal, Canada @ îLESONIQ 2019
^With NAV
Follow KILLY:
https://www.instagram.com/KILLY
https://twitter.com/hoodhokage
https://www.facebook.com/KILLYmusic/
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